1,1'-Bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene in functional molecular materials.
The bidentate ligand 1,1'-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene (dppf) is a widely used component in catalytic systems and its role in this capacity has been expertly reviewed elsewhere. The focus of this Perspective is the increasing use of dppf in the synthesis and matrix of 21st century materials. The ferrocene core imparts fine control to catalytic C-C and C-X coupling reactions used to manufacture a range of functional macromolecules from tailored dyes and OLED components to precisely engineered conducting polymers and thermoplastics. This ligand's limited flexibility resembles a ball and socket joint with simultaneous rotation and constrained perpendicular freedom. This uniquely restricted range of movement stabilizes a diverse array of ground and transition states for these important transition metal catalysed coupling reactions. It may also contribute desirable mechanical or electronic functionality as a bridging or chelating component in a coordination array, metallocycle or larger supramolecular assembly. The ferrocene offers steric bulk and crystallinity to these materials aiding chemical stability and ease of handing. It's oxidizability assists characterization and may be tailored to provide or complement photo- or electroactivity. Dppf containing materials have been designed with diverse functions from cooperative luminescence to host-guest complexation. It is likely that this ubiquitous lab companion will increasingly find its way into the fabric or processing of future functional molecular materials.